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Initialization Wizard - Step 1 - Basic Security Settings
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Far far away, behind the word mountains, far from the countries Vokalia and Consonantia, there live the blind 
texts. Separated they live in Bookmarksgrove right at the coast of the Semantics, a large language ocean.

Even the all-powerful Pointing has no control about the blind texts it is an almost unorthographic life One day 
however a small line of blind text by the name of Lorem Ipsum decided to leave for the far World of Grammar. 
The Big Oxmox advised her not to do so, because there were thousands of bad Commas.

Administrators can delete/create other administrators and change the "needed number of administrators" after initialization

Administrators can delete/create operators and change the "needed number of operators" after initialization

Administrators can change time servers and change the "needed number of time servers" after initialization

TODO: ERRORS UNTIL CARD LOCKED!
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Initialization Wizard - Step 2 - Administrator Initialization

Far far away, behind the word mountains, far from the countries Vokalia and Consonantia, there live the blind 
texts. Separated they live in Bookmarksgrove right at the coast of the Semantics, a large language ocean.

Even the all-powerful Pointing has no control about the blind texts it is an almost unorthographic life One day 
however a small line of blind text by the name of Lorem Ipsum decided to leave for the far World of Grammar. 
The Big Oxmox advised her not to do so, because there were thousands of bad Commas.

Bill

Administrator names

Joe

Ben
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Initialization Wizard - Step 4 - Time Servers

Far far away, behind the word mountains, far from the countries Vokalia and Consonantia, there live the blind 
texts. Separated they live in Bookmarksgrove right at the coast of the Semantics, a large language ocean.

Even the all-powerful Pointing has no control about the blind texts it is an almost unorthographic life One day 
however a small line of blind text by the name of Lorem Ipsum decided to leave for the far World of Grammar. 
The Big Oxmox advised her not to do so, because there were thousands of bad Commas.

Domain Public Key

Browse

Browse

Browse
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Initialization Wizard - Step 5 - Confirmation

Far far away, behind the word mountains, far from the countries Vokalia and Consonantia, there live the blind 
texts. Separated they live in Bookmarksgrove right at the coast of the Semantics, a large language ocean.

Even the all-powerful Pointing has no control about the blind texts it is an almost unorthographic life One day 
however a small line of blind text by the name of Lorem Ipsum decided to leave for the far World of Grammar. 
The Big Oxmox advised her not to do so, because there were thousands of bad Commas.
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Transmission 
Channel closed

do {
resetChannel();

}

Transmission 
Channel Open

[APDU.INS != Start Data Transmission 
 && APDU.INS != Data Transmission]
/ SUCCESS: Short Argument Instruction procesed

[APDU.INS = Data Transmission]
/ EXCEPTION: Data Transmission Channel is Closed

[APDU.INS = Start Data Transmission] 
/ SUCCESS: Data Transmission Channel opened

[ADPU.INS = Data Transmission && transmissionComplete()]
/SUCCESS: Extended Argument Instruction processed

[APDU.INS = Data Transmission && receive buffer full]
/ EXCEPTION: Data Transmission Channel Data Overflow 

[APDU.INS != Start Data Transmission 
 && APDU.INS != Data Transmission]
/ SUCCESS: Instruction processed, but channel closed 

[APDU.INS = Data Transmission && !transmissionComplete()]
/ SUCCESS: Data received

[APDU.INS = Start Data Transmission]
/ SUCCESS: Channel reinitialized

Success

Error
Tolerated protocol failure

Data Transmission Protocol

Transaction protocol for settings

no transaction Transaction in 
progress

[APDU.INS = startTransaction] / 
SUCCESS:  transaction started

Copied all the 
settings on the card

[APDU.INS = *]
/ ...

[ADPU.INS = commitTransaction && authentication correct]
/SUCCESS: Transaction committed

When all PINs are 
correct, the old and new 
settings are exchanged.



Form GUI

Form Model

2) update model
(on every change)

1) on form initialization
fill form

Form GUI

Form Model

On button press:
Modify model

listen to adds/
removes in model

and adjust GUI
accordingly

Simple form fields compound fields / Lists
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ANONCardTests

... needs ..

MixConfig

ApduConstants

Abhängigkeiten
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